In modern distributed computing systems, unpredictable and unreliable infrastructures result in high variability of computing resources. Meanwhile, there is significantly increasing demand for timely and event-driven services with deadline constraints. Motivated by measurements over Amazon EC2 clusters, we consider a two-state Markov model for variability of computing speed in cloud networks. In this model, each worker can be either in a good state or a bad state in terms of the computation speed, and the transition between these states is modeled as a Markov chain which is unknown to the scheduler. We then consider a Coded Computing framework, in which the data is possibly encoded and stored at the worker nodes in order to provide robustness against nodes that may be in a bad state. With timely computation requests submitted to the system with computation deadlines, our goal is to design the optimal computation-load allocation scheme and the optimal data encoding scheme that maximize the timely computation throughput (i.e, the average number of computation tasks that are accomplished before their deadline). Our main result is the development of a dynamic computation strategy called Lagrange Estimate-and-Allocate (LEA) strategy, which achieves the optimal timely computation throughput. It is shown that compared to the static allocation strategy, LEA increases the timely computation throughput by 1.4× ∼ 17.5× in various scenarios via simulations and by 1.27× ∼ 6.5× in experiments over Amazon EC2 clusters.
INTRODUCTION
Large-scale distributed computing systems can substantially suffer from unpredictable and unreliable computing infrastructure which can result in high variability of computing resources, i.e., speed of the computing resources vary over time. The speed variation has several causes including hardware failure, co-location of computation tasks, communication bottlenecks, etc. [1, 31] This variability is further amplified in computing clusters, such as Amazon EC2, due to the utilization of credit-based computing policy, in which the most commonly used T2 and T3 instances can operate significantly above a baseline level of CPU performance (approximately 10 times faster as shown in Fig. 1 ) by consuming CPU credits that are allocated periodically to the nodes. At the same time, there is a significant increase in utilizing the cloud for event-driven and time-sensitive computations (e.g., IoT applications and cognitive services), in which the users increasingly demand timely services with deadline constraints, i.e., computations of requests have to be finished within specified deadlines.
Our goal in this paper is to study the problem of computation allocation over cloud networks with particular focus on variability of computing resources and timely computation tasks. From the measurements of nodes' computation speeds over Amazon EC2 clusters, shown in Fig. 1 , we observe that when a node is slow (fast), it is more likely that it continues to be slow (fast) in the following rounds of computation, which implies temporal correlation of computation speeds. Thus, to capture this phenomenon, we consider a two-state Markov model for variability of computing speed in cloud networks. In this model, each worker can be either in a good state or a bad state in terms of the computation speed, and the transition between these states is modeled as a Markov chain which is unknown to the scheduler.
Furthermore, we consider a Coded Computing framework, in which the data is possibly encoded and stored at the worker nodes in order to provide robustness against nodes that may be in a bad state. The key idea of coded computing is to encode the data and design each worker's computation task such that the fastest responses of any k workers out of total of n workers suffice to complete the distributed computation, similar to classical coding theory where receiving any k symbols out of n transmitted symbols enables the receiver to decode the sent message.
We consider a dynamic computation model, where a sequence of functions needs to be computed over the (encoded) data that is distributedly stored at the nodes. More precisely, in an online manner, timely computation requests with given deadlines are submitted to the system, i.e., each computation has to be finished within the given deadline. Our goal is then to design the optimal computation-load allocation strategy and the optimal data encoding scheme that maximize the timely computation throughput (i.e, the average number of computation tasks that are accomplished before their deadline). 1 One significant challenge in this problem is the joint design of (1) a data encoding scheme to provide robustness against straggling workers; and (2) an adaptive computation load allocation strategy for the workers based on the history of previous computation times. In particular, due to the fact that the state of the computing nodes and the transition probabilities of the Markov model are unknown to the scheduler. We note that to find the optimal computation strategy, one has to solve a complex optimization which in general requires searching over all possible load allocations, even if the transition probabilities of Markov model are known to the master. Thus, it is not clear how one allocates the computation loads efficiently and what computation strategy is optimal, especially for the network with unknown Markov model.
As the main contributions of the paper, we propose a dynamic computation strategy called Lagrange Estimate-and-Allocate (LEA) 1 Our metric of timely computation throughput is motivated by timely throughput metric, introduced in [13] , which measures the average number of packets that are delivered by their deadline in a communication network. Relative Speed Figure 1 : Empirical measurement of speed variation of a credit-based t2.micro instance in Amazon EC2 in which we keep assigning computation (e.g., a matrix multiplication) to the instance and measure the finish times: A two-state Markov model. strategy, and show that it achieves the optimal timely computation throughput. Utilizing Lagrange coding scheme for data encoding [29] , the LEA strategy estimates the transition probabilities by observing the past events at each time step, and then assigns computation loads based on the estimated probabilities. Moreover, we also show that finding the optimal load assignment using LEA can be done efficiently instead of searching over all possible load allocations which is computationally infeasible to implement.
To prove the optimality of LEA strategy, we first focus on finding the optimal timely-throughput by maximizing the success probability of each round when the transition probabilities are known to master. For any fixed load assignment, we show that using Lagrange coding scheme proposed in [29] has the highest success probability of each round. Then, we show that the success probability using LEA converges to the optimal success probability. By the Strong Law of Large Numbers (SLLN), Ergodic theorem and a coupling argument, we finally prove that timely computation throughput achieved by the LEA strategy is equal to the optimal timely computation throughput, i.e., LEA is optimal.
In addition to proving the optimality of LEA, we carry out numerical studies and experiments over Amazon EC2 clusters. We compare the proposed LEA strategy with a static load allocation strategy for the benchmark. In our numerical analysis, compared to the static computation strategy, the LEA strategy increases the timely computation throughput by 1.38× ∼ 17.5×. In experiments over Amazon EC2 clusters, the LEA strategy increases the timely computation throughput by 1.27× ∼ 6.5×.
Related Prior Work
We divide the literature review to two main lines of work: scheduling and load balancing over cloud networks, and coded computing in distributed systems.
Task Scheduling: Task scheduling problem has been widely studied in the literature, which can be divided into two main categories: static scheduling and dynamic scheduling. In the static or offline scheduling problem, jobs are present at the beginning, and the goal is to allocate tasks to servers such that a performance metric such as average computation delay is minimized. In most cases, the static scheduling problem is computationally hard, and various heuristics, approximation and stochastic approaches are proposed (see e.g. [15, 27, 32] ).
In the dynamic or online scheduling problem, jobs arrive to the network according to a stochastic process, and get scheduled dynamically over time. In many works in the literature, the tasks have dedicated servers for processing, and the goal is to establish stability conditions for the network [3] . Given the stability results, the next natural goal is to compute the expected completion times of jobs or delay distributions. However, few analytical results are available for characterizing the delay performance, except for the simplest models. When the tasks do not have dedicated servers, one aims to find a throughput-optimal scheduling policy (see e.g. [11] ), i.e. a policy that stabilizes the network, whenever it can be stabilized. For example, Max-Weight scheduling, proposed in [6, 26] , is known to be throughput-optimal for wireless networks, flexible queueing networks [10, 21, 22] , data centers networks [20] and dispersed computing networks [28] . Moreover, there have been many works which focus on task scheduling problem with deadline constraints over cloud networks (see e.g. [2, 12] ).
Coded Computing: Coded computing is a recently developed area that proposes to inject clever redundancy in the form of "coded" data to tackle two major bottlenecks in distributed computing: straggling servers and communication bandwidth [17, 19] . There have been many works that following this line including those that alleviate stragglers (e.g., [8, 24, 25, 30] ), and those that tackle communication bandwidth (e.g., [18, 23] ). More recently coded computing has also been utilized to address security and privacy challenges in distributed computing (e.g., [4, 5, 29] ).
So far, research in coded computing has focused on developing frameworks for one round of computation instead of considering network dynamics for analyzing long-run performance of distributed computing systems. In this paper, considering the dynamics of the network, we make substantial progress by combining the ideas of coded computing with dynamic computation load allocation over cloud networks, and developing Lagrange Estimate-and Allocate strategy that can adaptively assign computation loads to workers and essentially learn the unknown network dynamics. Furthermore, we consider the metric "timely computation throughput" which denotes the average number of successful completions instead of the metric "timely throughput" which usually denotes the average number of packets delivered successfully in network scenarios (see e.g., [16] ).
SYSTEM MODEL 2.1 Computation Model
We consider a distributed computing problem, in which computation requests are submitted to a distributed computing system in an online manner, and the computation is carried out in the system. In particular, there is a fixed deadline for each computation round, i.e., each computation has to be finished within the given deadline.
As shown in Fig. 2 , the considered system is composed of a master node and n worker nodes. There is also a dataset X which is divided to X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X k . Specifically, each X j is an element in a vector space V over a field F. In each round m (or time slot in a discrete-time system), a computation request with a function f m is submitted to the system, where the function f m is an arbitrary Figure 2 : Overview of dynamic load allocation over a coded computing framework with timely computation requests. In each round m, the goal is to compute the evaluations f (X 1 ), . . . , f (X k ) by the deadline d using n workers.
multivariate polynomial with vector coefficients having degree deg(f ). We denote by d the deadline of each computation request which is smaller than or equal to the duration of each round. In such distributed computing system, we are interested in computing the evaluations
Prior to the computation, the master first encodes the dataset X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X k toX 1 ,X 2 , . . . ,X nr via a set of nr encoding functions Given a function f m in round m, the master assigns the computations to each worker. More specifically, we define ì ℓ m = (ℓ m,1 , ℓ m,2 , . . . , ℓ m,n ) to be the load allocation vector, in which ℓ m,i denotes the number of polynomial or function evaluations computed by worker i in round m. Each worker i computes ℓ m,i evaluations of function f m over the stored data without specified order, and returns all the results back to the master upon the completion of all assigned computations. The master node aggregates the results from the worker nodes until it receives a decodable set of computations and recovers
We say a set of computations is decodable if the evaluations f m (X 1 ), f m (X 2 ), . . . , f m (X k ) can be obtained by computing decoding functions over received results. In each round, the goal of the master is to receive a decodable set of computations within the given deadline d.
Let us illustrate the model through a simple example. Example. In each round m, we consider a problem of evaluating a linear function f m (X j ) = X j ì w m over n = 3 workers, where the input dataset X is divided to X 1 , X 2 and ì w m is the input vector.
One possible coding scheme is to encode X 1 and X 2 toX 1 = X 1 , by computing
We note that the considered computation model naturally appears in many gradient computing problems. For example, in linear regression problems, we want to compute
which is the gradient of the quadratic loss function 1
with respect to the weight vector ì w m in round m.
Network Model
Motivated by the measurements over Amazon EC2 clusters, shown in Fig. 1 , we assume that each worker has two different states for computing, good state and bad state. We denote µ д as the computing speed (evaluations per second) in the good state, and denote µ b as the computing speed in the bad state. We assume that the computing speeds µ д and µ b are known to the master. Note that given a worker's state, its computation time (per evaluation) is deterministic. We denote µ m,i as computing speed of worker i in round m. And, we denote ì
ing speed vector in round m. For each worker i, we model the state transitions as a stationary Markov process
, . . . ,. The transition matrix for worker i is defined as follows:
where p д→д,i is the transition probability of worker i going to the good state from the good state, and p b→b,i is the transition probability of worker i going to the bad state from the bad state. We assume that the Markov processes of different workers are mutually independent. Prior to the computation, we assume the initial state of worker i is given by the stationary distribution of Markov chain
, . . . ). We assume that the transition probabilities and current state of each worker are unknown to the master before the master assigns the computations to each worker.
Problem Formulation
Given 
) as the computation strategy. Also, we denote the set of all computation strategies as Γ.
Definition 2.1 (Timely Computation Throughput).
Given the computation deadline d, using computation strategy η, the timely computation throughput, denoted by R(d, η), is defined as follows:
Based on the above definitions, our problem is now formulated as the following.
Problem Statement. Consider a distributed computing system consisting of computation and network models as defined in Subsections 2.1 and 2.2. Our goal is to find an optimal computation strategy achieving optimal timely computation throughput, denoted by R * (d) which is defined as follows:
LAGRANGE ESTIMATE-AND-ALLOCATE (LEA) STRATEGY
In this section, we propose a dynamic computation strategy called Lagrange Estimate-and-Allocate (LEA) strategy, which is composed of Lagrange coding scheme for data encoding and Estimate-andAllocate (EA) algorithm for allocating loads to the workers adaptively by observing the history of computation times. In each round, the EA algorithm first assigns computation loads by maximizing the estimated success probability based on the estimated transition probabilities of the underlying Markov chain (and based on that the previous state of the workers). After receiving the results, the EA algorithm updates the estimated transition probabilities by observing the computation times in the past events.
Data Encoding in LEA
For data encoding, we leverage a linear coding scheme called Lagrange coding scheme which is proposed in [29] . We start with an illustrative example. We first consider the scenario where nr ≥ k deg(f ) − 1. In each round m, we consider a problem of evaluating a quadratic function
. We define u as follows:
in which u(0) = X 1 and u(1) = X 2 . Then, we encode X 1 and
Each worker i storesX 2i−1 andX 2i locally.
We now consider the scenario where nr < k deg(f ) − 1. We consider the same problem in the previous scenario, but the there is larger input dataset X which is divided to X 1 , X 2 , X 3 and X 4 (nr = 6 < k deg(f )−1 = 7). We encode X 1 and X 2 using a repetition coding design such thatX 1 = X 1 ,X 2 = X 2 ,X 3 = X 3 ,X 4 = X 4 , X 5 = X 1 andX 6 = X 2 . Each worker i storesX 2i−1 andX 2i locally.
Formally, we describe Lagrange coding scheme as follows:
. . , β k from F, and let u be the respective Lagrange interpolation polynomial
where u : F → V is a polynomial of degree k − 1 such that u(β j ) = X j . To encode the input X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X k , we select nr distinct elements α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α nr from F, and encode
Each worker i
We use a repetition coding design to encode the input X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X k . We replicate every X i either ⌊ nr k ⌋ or ⌈ nr k ⌉ times such that the number of total encoded data chunks is nr . Then, we obtain the encoded dataX 1 ,X 2 , . . . ,X nr . Each worker picks r of the encoded dataX 1 ,X 2 , . . . ,X nr to be stored locally.
Note that decoding and encoding in Lagrange coding scheme relies on polynomial interpolation and evaluation which can be done efficiently.
Load Allocation in LEA
Before introducing the EA algorithm, we first define the following terms. For each worker i, we denote C д→д,i (m) as the number of times that event "good state to good state" happened up to round m, C д→b,i (m) as the number of times that event "good state to bad state" happened up to round m, C b→д,i (m) as the number of times that event "bad state to good state" happened up to round m and C b→b,i (m) as the number of times that event "bad state to bad state" happened up to round m.
For
Now, we formally describe the EA algorithm. In each round m, the EA algorithm has the following 4 phases:
(1) Load Assignment Phase: The master maximizes the estimated success probability in round m based on the the estimated probabilitiesp д,i (m) andp b,i (m). To do so, the master finds i * m (1 ≤ i * m ≤ n) maximizing the estimated success probability function defined as follows 2 :
otherwisê
where
⌉ and K * is defined as follows:
Note that equations (7) and (8) define the estimated success probability which is the function ofĩ (number of workers assigned to compute ℓ д evaluations). The intuition behind equation (7) is that if total load assigned to all the workers is smaller than the optimal recovery threshold, the probability of success is zero. Based on the estimated probabilitiesp д andp b , equation (8) gives us the estimated success probability by summing the probabilities of events which have enough workers in good state leading to successful completion of the computation before the deadline. Also, K * defined in (9) is the optimal recovery threshold using Lagrange coding scheme [29] which guarantees that the evaluations can be recovered when the master receives any K * results from the workers.
Thus, i * m = arg maxP m (ĩ). Then, the master does assignment by using the load allocation vector ℓ m such that
In load assignment phase, the idea is to select workers in the order of the estimated probability being in the good state, and assign more loads accordingly. Note that it is just a linear search in load assignment phase which is computationally efficient.
(
(3) Aggregation and Observation Phase: Having received the fastest K * computation results from the workers, the master recovers the evaluations f m (X 1 ), f m (X 2 ), . . . , f m (X k ) for the request function f m . By observing whether the results are sent back or not, the master checks which one of events "good state to good state", "good state to bad state", "bad state to good state" and "bad state to bad state" has happened in round m for each worker i. Then, the master obtains C д→д,i (m), C д→b,i (m), C b→д,i (m) and C b→b,i (m). Note that the time that it takes for one worker's result to be completed and sent back to the master actually indicates the (previous) state of that worker, since the speeds are deterministic and the computation time in a good state is less than the computation time in a bad state. 
UPPER BOUND ON THE TIMELY COMPUTATION THROUGHPUT
In this section, we give an upper bound for the timely computation throughput. The idea is to consider the case that the Markov model of the network is known to the master and achieve the optimal computation throughput for this case.
Optimal Success Probability of One Round Computation
First, we consider one round of computation using a load allocation vector ì ℓ with a linear coding scheme ì д. Without knowing computing speed vector ì µ, we denote T ( ì ℓ, ì д) (ì µ) as the random variable of finish time using ì ℓ and ì д. We define the success probability as the probability that the computation is finished in time d, i.e.,
For a coding scheme, we define recovery threshold which is formally stated as follows: Definition 4.1 (Recovery Threshold). For an integer k, a coding scheme ì д is k-recoverable if the master can recover the required function evaluations from any k of nr local computation results. We define the recovery threshold of a coding scheme ì д, denoted by K( ì д), as the minimum number of k such that the coding scheme ì д is k-recoverable.
Given a coding scheme ì д, we have the recovery threshold K( ì д)
which is the minimum number of evaluations to be received in total from the workers. Thus, we aim at finding a coding scheme and a load allocation vector that maximizes the success probability by solving the following optimization problem:
In the following, we show that the Lagrange coding scheme achieves the highest success probability for any fixed load allocation vector. Before proving the optimality of Lagrange coding scheme in terms of success probability, we first define optimal recovery threshold as follows:
Definition 4.2. We define the optimal recovery threshold, denoted by K * , as the minimum achievable recovery threshold. Specifically,
By [29] , Lagrange coding scheme achieves optimal recovery threshold of evaluating a multivariate polynomial function f (total degree deg(f )) on a dataset of k inputs, which is given by
when nr ≥ k deg(f ) − 1, and
otherwise. We now show that Lagrange coding scheme achieves the highest success probability for any fixed load allocation vector. It is intuitive that a coding scheme achieving smaller recovery threshold should have higher success probability. We formally state this claim in the following lemma. 
The proof of the lemma 4.3 is provided in the Appendix A.
Load Allocation Problem
From Lemma 4.3, by fixing Lagrange coding scheme denoted by ì д * , the optimization problem proposed in Subsection 4.1 can be simplified to the optimization problem that only has load allocation vector as variables. We now introduce an optimization problem called Load Allocation Problem which is defined as follows: Load Allocation Problem:
subject to
where K * is the optimal recovery threshold defined in (15) and (16) . Note that the proposed load allocation problem is a combinatorial optimization problem that in general requires combinatorial search over all possible allocations to maximize the success probability.
To show that load allocation problem can be solved efficiently, we first present the following lemma whose proof is provided in Appendix B. 
By Lemma 4.4, we can focus on finding the optimal load allocation vector by searching all ì ℓ satisfying that ℓ i ∈ {ℓ д , ℓ b } for all i. To find the optimal load allocation vector, we now consider the load allocation vector characterized by the set G д = {i : ℓ i = ℓ д , 1 ≤ i ≤ n} which represents the set of workers that computes ℓ д evaluations locally. Once the set G д has been determined, G b
representing the set of workers that computes ℓ b evaluations can be defined as {i :
is always less than d, the workers in G b will always send the results back to the master in time d. Since the optimal recovery threshold is K * using Lagrange coding scheme, the master has to receive at least K * − |G b |ℓ b results from the workers in G д to recover the computation in time d. That is, there must be at least ⌈
⌉ workers in the good state in set G д . We define
⌉ which denotes the minimum number of workers in the good state in set G д to guarantee that the master can recover the computation in time d. Before writing the success probability as a function of G д , we first define the following terms. We define T (G д ) (ì µ) as the random variable denoting the finish time using the allocation vector characterized by G д . We denote p д,i as the probability that worker i is in the good state and p b,i as the probability that worker i is in the bad state. Also, we denote the random variable that represents the number of workers being in good state in set G as Q(G).
Using the load allocation vector characterized by G д , we can find the success probability which is a function of G д as follows: (1) a(G д ) > |G д |: In this case, the master needs at least a(G д ) workers being in good state which is greater than |G д |. It implies that P(
In this case, we have
Therefore, our goal is to find the optimal set G * д characterizing the optimal load allocation vector which maximizes the success probability over all possible sets G д ⊆ [n]. The complexity of searching over all possible sets G д ⊆ [n] grows exponentially with n, since there are overall 2 n choices for G д .
The following lemma shows that the optimal G * д contains the workers having the largest p д,i among all the workers, which largely reduce the time complexity of finding the optimal G * д , Lemma 4.5. Without loss of generality, we assume p д,1 ≥ p д,2 ≥ · · · ≥ p д,n . Considering all possible sets G д with fixed cardinality n д , the optimal G * д with cardinality n д that maximizes the success probability is
which represents the set of n д workers having largest p д,i among all the workers.
Proof. For a fixed integer n д , we suppose G 1 is the optimal set with cardinality n д where i G 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ n д . Thus, there exists a j ∈ G 1 such that j > n д . Then, we construct a set G 2 = (G 1 \{j}) ∪ {i}. The success probability of using the load allocation vector characterized by G 1 can be written as
where the first term is the success probability when worker j is in the good state, and the second term is the success probability when worker j is in bad state. Similarly, the success probability of using the load allocation vector characterized by G 2 can be written as
which can be further written as
which is a contradiction. Thus, the optimal set G д with fixed cardinality n д must include i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n д . □ By Lemma 4.5, for a fixed cardinality n д , the optimal G * д is the collection of n д workers having largest p д,i among all the workers. Therefore, to find the optimal load allocation vector, we can only focus on finding the optimal n * д . Since there are only n choices for n * д (i.e. 1, 2, . . . , n), the complexity of searching the optimal n * д is linear in the number of workers n which is much smaller than 2 n .
The following theorem shows that the computation strategy composed of the Lagrange coding scheme and the load allocation vector that is the solution of load allocation problem achieves the optimal timely computation throughput when the Markov model is known to the master. Theorem 4.6. Assume the Markov model of the network is know to the master. Let the computation strategy η * = ( ì д * , { ì ℓ * m } ∞ m=1 ) be the computation strategy where ì д * is the Lagrange coding scheme and { ì ℓ * m } ∞ m=1 is given by solving load allocation problem. Then, η * achieves the optimal timely computation throughput.
Proof. We consider the computation of round m and denote N m (d) as the indicator represents whether the computation is finished in time d in round m using an arbitrary computation strategy. Clearly, N m (d) is a Bernoulli random variable with parameter P(m) which denotes the success probability using this computation strategy in round m. Thus, N m (d) would contribute to the throughput with probability P(m). Since η * maximizes P(m) for all m, this strategy is optimal.
□ Since the Markov model is unknown to the master in the original problem, the timely computation throughput achieved by η * gives us an upper bound. In the next section, we will show that this upper bound can be matched by using LEA.
OPTIMALITY OF LEA
Now, we show the optimality of LEA by the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. The proposed Lagrange Estimate-and-Allocate (LEA) strategy is optimal, i.e.,
where R LEA (d) denotes the timely computation throughput using the LEA strategy.
Proof. In order to prove Theorem 5.1, we first state Lemma 5.2 whose proof is moved to Appendix C for the purpose of readibility. Lemma 5.2. P LEA (m) converges to P * (m) as m goes to infinity, where P * (m) denotes the optimal success probability in round m and P LEA (m) denotes the success probability in round m using the LEA strategy.
Before proving the optimality of LEA, we first define the following terms. We denote N * m (d) as the indicator representing whether the computation is finished by time d in round m using the optimal computation strategy which maximizes the success probability in round m. Clearly, N * m (d) is a Bernoulli random variable with parameter P * (m). Also, we denote N LEA,m (d) as the indicator representing whether the computation is finished in time d in round m using LEA. Then, N LEA,m (d) is a Bernoulli random variable with parameter P LEA (m). We denote R LEA (d) as the timely computation throughput using LEA. Now, we model the state of the whole system which includes all n workers as a Markov chain. Since each worker has 2 states (good or bad), there are a total of 2 n different states of the system. Without loss of generality, we index the states of the system as {1, 2, . . . , 2 n }. Clearly, the transition matrix of this Markov chain has all the entries larger than 0. It implies that this Markov chain is irreducible. We denote s(m) as the state of the system in round m. Also, p * s is denoted as the success probability of state s using the optimal computation strategy, i.e., P * (m) = p * s if s(m) = s. By the Strong Law of Large Numbers and the Ergodic theorem, the optimal timely computation throughput R * (d) can be written as
where the Ergodic theorem is formally stated as follows:
Theorem (Ergodic Theorem). If transition matrix P of a Markov chain (X m ) m ≥0 is irreducible, then we have
where V 
using the SLLN and the Ergodic theorem. Also, it is clear that
completes the proof. □
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present our results both from simulation studies as well as from experiments over Amazon EC2 cluster.
Numerical Analysis
We now present numerical results evaluating the performance of the LEA strategy. First, we call a computation strategy static if this computation strategy assigns the loads to workers without considering their states in previous rounds. For comparison with LEA, we consider the following static computation strategy:
Static Computation Strategy: Prior to computation, Lagrange coding scheme is used for data encoding. In each round m, each worker i is assigned a load ℓ m,i ∈ {ℓ д , ℓ b } based on the stationary distributions of the underlying Markov model, in which we denote (π д,i , π b,i ) as stationary distribution of worker i. More specifically, for each worker i in each round m, this strategy does assignment as follows:
ℓ m,i = ℓ д with probability π д,i ℓ b with probability π b,i .
Note that whenever the total loads of the generated ì ℓ m is smaller than the minimum recovery threshold, then the strategy would do assignments again until the total loads of the generated ì ℓ m is greater than the minimum recovery threshold. Since static computation strategies don't learn the dynamics of network, they can only do load assignments in a deterministic manner or randomly without using any history. Thus, the chosen static computation strategy which utilizes the stationary distributions of underlying Markov model is better than other static computation strategies in general.
Given deadline d = 1 second in each round m, we consider a problem of evaluating a quadratic function f m (X j ) = X ⊤ j (X j ì w m − ì y) over n = 15 workers, where the dataset X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X 50 ∈ R 1000×1000 , ì y ∈ R 1000×1 and ì w m ∈ R 1000×1 which is the input vector in round m.
Each worker stores r = 10 encoded data chunks using Lagrange coding scheme. In such setting, we have the optimal recovery threshold K * = 99 for both LEA and the static computation strategy.
For simulations, we let p д→д,i = p д→д , p b→b,i = p b→b for all i, and consider the following four scenarios: Fig. 3 illustrate the performance comparison for LEA and the static computation strategy. We make the following conclusions from the results:
• LEA increases substantial improvement in terms of the timely computation throughput. Over the four scenarios, LEA improves the static computation strategy by 1.38× ∼ 17.5×.
• The timely computation throughput improvements over the static computation strategy become more significant as the stationary probability p д decreases. When p д is small, the workers would be in the bad state more probably in the long run. In this sense, the static computation strategy assigns loads to the workers in a more pessimistic way. However, there is temporal correlation of computation speeds which the static computation strategy doesn't take into account. Thus, although p д is small, LEA can achieve much higher timely computation throughput which demonstrates that LEA can adapt to the dynamics of network well.
Experiments using Amazon EC2 machines
Before showing the experimental results, we first introduce CPU credits [9] which can boost T2 and T3 instances above baseline performance. For a t2.micro instance, as shown in Fig. 1 , there is a 10 times difference between baseline performance and burstable performance, i.e., a burst t2.micro instance has computing speed 10 times faster. The baseline performance and ability to burst are governed by CPU credits. More details of CPU credits and burstable performance can be found in [9] . We ran the master node over m4.xlarge instance and all workers over t2.micro instances. We implemented two computation strategies in python, and used MPI4py [7] for message passing between instances. Before starting computations, each worker stores a certain amount of data in its local memory. In round m, having received function f m from the master, each worker computes the assigned computation using the stored data, and sends it back to the master asynchronously using Isend(). As soon as the master gathers enough results from the workers, it computes the evaluations for the function f m .
Given deadline d seconds in each round m, we consider a problem of evaluating a linear function f m (X j ) = X ⊤ j B m over n = 15 workers, where the datasets {X j } k j=1 's are real matrices with certain dimensions, and B m ∈ R 3000×3000 is the input matrix. Each worker stores r = 10 encoded data chunks using Lagrange coding scheme. In particular, in each round, the computation request's arrival time is shift-exponential random variable which is the sum of a constant T c = 30 and an exponential random variable with mean λ. In this setting, we have the optimal recovery threshold K * = 50 for both LEA and the static computation strategy. Since the Markov model is unknown (and indeed even the type of the underlying stochastic process determining the states of the workers in the cloud is not known), to compare with the LEA strategy, we consider a static computation strategy that each worker is assigned to ℓ д or ℓ b number of evaluations with equal probability in each round. For experiments, we consider the following six scenarios: Scenario 1: Size of X j = 25 × 3000, k = 120, λ = 10 and d = 2.5. 
CONCLUSION
Motivated by high variability of computing resources in modern distributed computing systems and increasing demand for timely event-driven services with deadline constraints, we consider the problem of dynamic computation load allocation over a coded computing framework. We propose an optimal dynamic computation strategy Lagrange Estimate and Allocate, LEA, which is composed of utilizing the Lagrange coding scheme for data encoding and assigning computation loads based on the estimated state of the network, which is done by estimating the transition probabilities of an underlying Markov model for the system's state from observing the past events at each time step. In the end, we show that compared to the static computation strategy, LEA increases the timely computation throughput by 1.38× ∼ 17.5× in simulations and by 1.27× ∼ 6.5× in Amazon EC2 clusters.
At a conceptual level, this paper has some interesting comparisons/connections with [14] . Under wireless networks, [14] investigates how to turn base stations on or off, in order to adapt to the unknown load arrival and channel statistics. Under cloud computing networks, our paper focuses on how to do the computation load assignment in order to adapt to unknown computing networks. So, at a high-level, the corresponding scheduling problems can be seen as dual of each other: [14] assigns base stations to good (on) or bad (off) states in order to meet the demands, while our goal is to assign the computation loads in order to optimally exploit the (unknown) state of the workers. However, we also point out that the setting and objective of the two papers are quite different. We consider cloud computing platforms and focus on the timely computation throughput, which is very different from [14] . Another difference is in the proof techniques to show the optimality of the proposed algorithms. The Lyapunov arguments for the adaptive scheme used in [14] is quite different from our approach. 
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